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About This Game

Originally developed by Digital Pictures in 1987 and released in 1992, Night Trap has been completely rebuilt, bringing it to a
level of video quality never before seen.

Night Trap tells the story of five teenage girls spending the weekend at the Martin home. As a member of the Special Control
Attack Team, your job is to monitor the home and protect the girls using an intricate system of cameras and traps as it is being

invaded by vampires.

Night Trap - 25th Anniversary Edition also includes new features such as deleted scenes, two documentaries, the all-new
Theater that allows you to watch all story-related videos uninterrupted, a new mode with online functionality called Survivor that

will test your skills at trapping intruders and behind the scenes production images. For the first time ever, the unreleased
prototype Scene Of The Crime will be fully playable and included with Night Trap - 25th Anniversary Edition.
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C&C style controls but requires more thought and strategy. Has its flaws but otherwise an excelent game.. Perfect for 5 to 7 yr
old girls. You have to use the keyboard, my youngest needed help, but now plays on her own. Has played through 4 or 5 times,
not the best game in the world, but so little on steam for young kids.. It's a screensaver, you will only find a game under it if you
take a lot of acid.. ONE OF THE BEST GODDAMN PINBALLS EVER. Michelle looks like Kirusu.
And that's problaly the only reason I bought this DLC.

And she's also trying to make a "Time Machine"....
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Exploring dungeons, killing goblins, necromancers etc. Lovely game :D.. BEFORE:
If you open *.jpg, *.png, *.bmp file and edit it - application crashes

AFTER:
Application fixed, now i can work with any type of picture files, great!. hey it's kinda fun, try it out. Storywise is good, there are
many elements fitted right into this visual novel. Caught me with surprise in a couple of endings, heh try it for yourself! You can
get most of the endings within an hour with the "skip" button which came in pretty handy. Would recommend this to anyone
who has an hour to spare & wants to chill at night before bed. : ). Nice fun relaxing game. It has downloadable steam workshop
levels and a campign mode along with sandbox mode which can add up to endless hours of fun.. I really enjoyed this VN. The
artwork and visuals are great, and you can choose who do you want to be, with a lot of subtleties in the character. It allows for a
many playthroughs without being too boring/repetitive/long. I usually can't stand going through the whole thing again, and with
this story it was not taxing but a joy. Possibly one of the best VN I have played.. Another amazing installment of the YS series
and overall a pretty awesome gaming experience.. I'm giving this game thumbs up, just because I love dinosaurs, and there's
plenty of them. But it's only like 55% overall.

This game is quite lacking in just about everything except the dinosaurs. There are MORE dinosaur species than THINGS you
can build in your park!

+ + +
*Dinosaur variability and their behauvior
*Graphics & Sounds
*Original Jurassic Movie soundtracks and actor voiceovers
*Jeep Driving
- - -
*Almost nothing to do once you finish building your park
*Guests couldn't be more bland and boring. No individual needs or desires, happiness, or need for toilets!
*No Staff Management (or any micromanagement really)
*All islands are small and almost identical
*Absolutely 0 options to customize your park in any way (beside choosing out of 3 similar pathways)
*Almost 0 replayability, as different islands are basically just different terrain shape and are only useful for unlocking more
stuff
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